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From the website, GreatApps.com, here is a new offering for travelers.
Here is a useful app for people who like to go shopping while they travel.
Simply Declare allows you to enter your travel purchases for declaring
them back in your home country for duty purposes. Simply Declare
updates currencies in real time and automatically converts your purchase
currency price into your home currency price. The App lets you set a limit
on your spending and keeps on deducting the amount of your new
purchases from your original set spending limit.
Simply Declare is perfect for the savvy spending traveler. For all your
purchases, you can take pictures of each invoice and add them to your
roster. You can even email a copy of the invoices along with all your
purchase information to anyone for safekeeping.
Simply Declare is best at handling different currencies. No matter which
location you are in, with the App and its real time currency update, you can
add purchases and have it measured in your home currency for better
duty declaring back in your home country.
Some interesting features of the App *Neatly Designed User Interface
*Tailored for Travelers
*Real Time Currency Exchange
*Multiple Currencies Support
*Take Images of Invoices Instantly
*Manage your Travel Purchases
*No Roaming necessary, will update with WI-FI
Not only can Simply Declare help you with your travel needs, it works
wonders as a simple budget App as well. You can use the App for keeping a
track of all your purchases along with their invoices pictured for warranty
purposes.
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You need Flash player 9+ installed and enabled to
view this video.
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